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Influencing attitudes often clashes with 

debating. In the case of Landsbyggare it is 

important not to use debating in terms of 

comparisons, talking of ‘us’ and ‘them’ or to 

contribute to polarization; things we want to 

avoid. We also wish to avoid problematizing the 

rural areas, something many do .  By problema-

tizing we mean the portraying of the rural areas in 

terms of weaknesses and problems, while showing 

these in scenic photos and images.

All of those with a dream of living in a rural area 

must be made to understand that it is possible; we 

must show attractive and realistic images of the 

countryside and make use of the digital world 

available to us today. The purpose of our influencing 

is to make more people believe in the opportunities 

there are in the rural areas and to make more of us 

into ambassadors for a future in the rural districts.

The Landsbyggare project is a rural branding project that may be aimed at raising any rural area in 

Sweden. Our overall joint mission is to work on influencing attitudes. There are many different ways of 

undertaking this work and you may well have other different ways of approaching this. Your work must 

always include the attitude influencing efforts at all times. The importance of building commitment on 

home soil leading to many ambassadors speaking well of your rural district will itself lead to raising 

interest; which in combination with more traditional means of influencing will have effect.  

Everyone is invited to write about their positive view on the rural districts; the Landsbyggare themselves 

of course, but also debaters, politicians, entrepreneurs, non-profiteers, and simply anyone with something 

important to convey. List the parties you would like to describe the rural districts of the future. Contact 

these via email or telephone, telling them of the project and asking if they want to take part. You may 

enclose tips or suggested topics and point out the way a Landsbyggare debates (see the top of this file). If 

possible choose well-known characters. Two examples are posted in “The countryside of the future” at 

landsbygarekonceptet.se 

The opinion pages in newspapers and magazines offer opportunities for spreading the Landsbyggare 

message. In these cases it is a matter of balancing between debating through the questioning of someone 

or something with working to influence attitudes. Two example articles are posted at 

landsbyggarekoncept.se 

LOCAL BRAND TO STRENGTHEN THE  ATTITUDE

THE COUNTRYSIDE OF THE FUTURE

DEBATE ARTICLES 



Invite yourselves and Landsbyggare to your members of parliament. Engage them to talk about the 

Landsbyggare project and to become ambassadors for the campaign at any adequate occasion. They are 

often zealous about the area they represent and sample examples of people who make active choices and 

are entrepreneurs. 

Leader Höga Kusten usually takes part at regional and national rural conferences to make our voices 

heard, and to show off our successful Landsbyggare. The number of representatives from us may grow from 

now on then we can coordinate ourselves and our messages. Presentation of good examples and attitudes is 

well received at conferences and Leader Höga Kusten has some presentation material which we are willing 

to share. Also remember that films and videos facilitate the absorption of the message, adds focus and 

makes room for much information at meetings of this kind.

VISITING POLITICIANS 

RURAL CONFERENCES AND PARLIAMENT
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List the companies you want to see take part. Use the local business offices in your area, those who are 

involved in your project and other organisations you work with. Based on the list you can market the 

Landsbyggare-dagen with help from the following activities: 

Leader Höga Kusten has organised several Landsbyggare-dagar, the first in June 2017 and thereafter one 

every year. Staging the event in the summer has been positive since it is possible to meet inside as well as 

out of doors, making it easier to provide a good, relaxed atmosphere.

MARKETING OF THE LANDSBYGGARE-DAGEN
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n A short teaser film with the message  

"save the date”. 

n Invitation in pdf format with the programme 

and registration sent via your partners

n Film for the social media advertised  

to the target groups.  

n Facebook event advertised 

to the target groups. 

n Personal contacts; let them know by email,   

sms/text, Messenger and telephone.  

n Keep pushing; say that you would love them  
to come, call back, offer to register them. 

n Make sure the day is being filmed and documented, 
participants interviewed. This will make it 

easier to market coming events and further 

the brand.

Have banners printed with 

Landsbyggaredagen to further the brand and 

the sense of an event (see example). 

TIP: FRAME THE EVENT




